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Empowering People, Purpose, and Planet
For those of us who wish to cultivate meaningful human connections while nurturing our planet, there is Trillium
Dialogue developed by EarthWalk Alliance. Trillium Dialogue (TD) provides a launch point for those wanting to
pass their legacy of Earth caring values to their children and successor generations. This is a pathway for creating
and deepening worthwhile relationships. It is a pathway to empowered service to Earth’s Life Communities.
Most of us welcome connections with others having similar values. In the Workshop, people who find time to
come together realize they are doing more together than is possible when working alone. When people are
given a chance to put themselves in safe compassionate dialogue focused on creating a better world, they
blossom. Trillium Dialogue Introductory Evening and ensuing Trillium Workshop set the stage for this invaluable
life experience. TD refreshes and breathes new life into our individual sense of purpose. Trillium Dialogue can
create powerful change in our lives and the lives of our entire planet’s Life Communities.
The word “Trillium” inspires the image of a beautiful three lobed flower native to woodland environs. Three
flower petals take form as this plant matures. They are representative of a trilogy of three people coming
together to inspire and dialogue about three main topics – empowering people, purpose, and planet.
Here is how TD works:
People who gather at the Trillium Dialogue Introductory Evening are open to reshaping their lives. They come
knowing a great transition is taking place on our planet. By the end of the Introductory evening attendees will
have discovered fresh possibilities for their lives and the lives of future generations. The Introductory Evening
rejuvenates self empowerment. Trillium’s Introductory Evening presents previously unheard of planet healing
ideas! It encourages people to bond with others seeking powerful new ways to nurture our planet. It
rejuvenates people’s commitment to environmental stewardship. The ensuing Workshop sets the stage for in‐
depth sharing about one’s current life story and personal sense of mission. In the Workshop, common interests
emerge. Meaningful new connections and collaborative ventures can often take form around its process.
During the following one and one half day long Workshop, successive Triads of three people hone interpersonal
skills. They discover topics about what they individually believe are their best opportunities for empowering
people and planet. Each Triad group of three achieves greater clarity about their sense of life purpose and how
to best initiate action(s) supportive of their Triad partener’s collective goals. During the Workshop, ongoing
Triad Group connections are set into motion. This unique feature of the Workshop encourages reoccurring
Dialogues amongst Triad Group partners. Each person forms an agreement with their other two Triad partners,
who likewise agree to serve as an ongoing resource of friendship, accountability, and support. Subsequent
annual Trillium Dialogue gatherings and Workshops will be available for those wishing to revisit and refresh their
commitment to their life purpose and Stewardship. In future years attendees may pursue new connections
within the Trillium Dialogue community at large while continuing to reinvigorate their life’s mission.
To learn more, see our Workshop Presentation Series: http://earthwalkalliance.org/projects/presentation‐series/

Personal empowerment, networking, and creating stronger impetus for Earth Stewardship opportunities
….these are the primary goals of the Trillium Dialogue process.
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